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Report of 2nd meeting in Finland 
Markku Leino 

 

 

 

Monday the 25th of Nov 2013 

 

The participants arrived on Monday the 11th of November to the Tikkurila Hotel. 

 

Tuesday the 26th 

 

Day started at 7.50 am with a little chilly morning walk from the hotel to the school. 

Host showed the easiest way to the school. 

Project started with meeting in a classroom at school. First all introduced themselves 

to others. Then Finnish students presented Vantaa vocational college Varia. Project 

manager Markus Wendt introduced the whole project idea to the group. 
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After that we had a guided tour through our college in two separate groups. 

 

After lunch we started to work with the project. The project was a furnishing installa-

tion which consists of sink, shower, water heater and a hot water radiator with all its 

components. First the student groups from each country designed the installations on 

paper complying with their own country’s regulations. Students had a picture which 

includes only the main components. 

 

Then the work was introduced the designed installation to others and discussions 

about the differences between each country’s regulations and methods were docu-

mented. 
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Next phase was the new installation plan with the Finnish regulations. This was done 

in mixed groups. After that we went to the workshop and plan next day’s work. Day 

went really fine. Everybody focused on the job and the feeling was relaxed and nice. 

After a school day we went to the smoke sauna in Kuusijärvi. Many students and 

teachers went to the ice cold water to swim after sauna. In the evening it was a free 

time. 

 

Wednesday the 27th 

 

In the morning the whole group went to the Viikinmäki wastewater treatment plant to 

see how in a capital area wastewater is cleaned. The plant is located in Helsinki Viikki. 

Our host was really nice and told us very detailed description about the whole clean-

ing process 
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After visit we had a lunch at school canteen. 

In the afternoon mixed groups started to work with the project at workshop. Each 

group made the installation with different jointing. Materials and jointings were cop-

per pipe and soft soldering, copper pipe and pressing joint and composite pipe with 

pressing joint.  
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Wednesday evening was a free time from project. 

 

Thursday the 28th 

 

After a hard night groups continued with installation work. Every group made a really 

nice installation and every system was working properly.  
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After systems test groups made a report about their job and differences between 

countries. When the job was done we cleaned up workshop and went to the lunch. 

Next thing was sightseeing in the Helsinki downtown. One of the Finnish students was 

in charge about this tour. He took us in to the big shopping mall Kamppi where eve-

rybody was able to by some souvenirs. Then we went to the restaurant Zetor to have 

a dinner. In this restaurant you can try some Finnish cuisine.  

The mood at dinner was really good and everybody had a nice time. Day’s official 

program ended after this picture was taken. Group went to the Helsinki night. 

 

Friday the 29th of Nov 2013 was a travelling day. 
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This week was a really hard work but only good memories. Thank you guys for being 

so awesome! It was really nice to work with you. 

 


